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Abstract—This paper proposes the theoretical framework and
the consequent application of the input-output Feedback Lin-
earization (FL) control technique to Linear Induction Motors
(LIM). LIM, additionally to Rotating Induction Motor (RIM),
presents other strong non-linearities caused by the dynamic end
effects, leading to a space-vector dynamic model with time-
varying inductance and resistance terms and a braking force
term. This paper, starting from a recently developed dynamic
model of the LIM taking into consideration its end effects, defines
a FL technique suited for LIMs, since it inherently considers
its dynamic end effects. Additionally, it proposes a technique
for the on-line estimation of the inductor resistance, based on
Model Reference Adaptive System (MRAS) on-line estimator,
exploited for adapting on-line the FL control action versus
inductor resistance variations leading to undesirable steady-state
tracking errors. The stability of the proposed MRAS on-line
estimator has been proven theoretically, adopting the Popov’s
criterion for hyperstability. The proposed approach has been
validated experimentally on a suitably developed test set-up,
under both no load and loaded conditions. It has been compared
firstly with the simplest control structure, which is the scalar V/f
control, secondly, under the same closed-loop bandwidths of the
flux and speed systems, with the industrial standard in terms
of high performance control technique: Field Oriented Control
(FOC).

Index Terms—Linear induction motor, feedback linearization,
end-effects, MRAS estimator.

I. INTRODUCTION

LIMs have been largely studied for several years [1],
[2]. Among the main reasons of their interest there is the
opportunity to develop a direct linear motion without the
need of any gear-box for the motion transformation (from
rotating to linear). This advantage presents, as counterpart,
the disadvantage of an increase of complexity of the machine
model, presenting the so-called dynamic end effects, which are
caused by the relative motion between the short inductor and
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Table I
LIST OF SYMBOLS

SYMBOLS
usx, usy inductor voltages in the induced part flux reference frame;
isx, isy inductor currents in the induced part flux reference frame;
ψrx, ψry induced part fluxes in the induced part flux reference

frame;
Fe electromagnetic thrust;
Fr load force;
Feb braking force;
Ls(Lr) inductor (induced part) inductance;
Lm 3-phase magnetizing inductance;
Rs(Rr) inductor (induced part) resistance;
Tr induced part time constant;
σ total leakage factor;
v mechanical linear speed;
a mechanical linear acceleration;
p pole-pairs;
τp pole-pitch;
τm inductor length;
M inductor mass.

the induced part track. As for the design of the LIM, among
various approaches, in [3] a quasi-1-D analytical method has
been proposed to analyze motor performance, considering the
longitudinal and transversal edge effects. As for the control
of the LIM, starting from the assumption that the RIM
presents a dynamic space-vector model which is non-linear
[4], the dynamic model of the LIM presents further additional
significantly non-linearities, caused by the end effects. These
non-linearities result in additional difficulties in the control of
the electromechanical quantities. Although the LIM presents
a far more complicated non-linear model than the RIM, the
approach adopted in literature for its control has been usually
to simply extend the classic control technologies developed for
RIMs to LIMs. In particular, as for high performance control
techniques, the corresponding versions of the FOC [5], [6]
or the Direct Thrust Control (DTC) [7] have been developed.
These control techniques have been partially adapted from the
RIM counterpart [4], so as to take into consideration the end
effects of the LIMs.

The control system theory, however, offers an important
corpus [8] of non-linear control methodologies for dealing
with highly non-linear system. Among them, one of the most
promising is the so-called input-output feedback linearization.
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Actually, few applications of non-linear control methods and
in particular of input-output feedback linearization to RIM
control are provided by the scientific literature [9], [10]. The
current state of the art is described in [11]. A very limited
number of papers in literature deal with the FL of LIMs,
without however considering end effects. In particular, [12]
and [13], linearize the LIM model using the same RIM model,
so no new feedback laws are proposed in terms of linearization
of the model compared with the RIM case.

This paper proposes an input-output feedback linearization
technique for linear induction motors. The methodology is
inspired to [11], but just as framework of the methodology.
The starting point of the proposed FL control technique is
a recently developed space-vector dynamic model of the LIM
expressed in a state-space form [14], and taking into consider-
ation only its dynamic end effects and not the static ones. This
dynamic model considers the following additional strong non-
linearities, with respect to RIMs, caused by the dynamic end
effects: 1) the presence of electric parameters of the model
(inductances and resistance) varying non-linearly with the
machine speed; 2) the presence of a braking force, depending
on the square of induced part flux amplitude. Starting from
this model, the entire procedure leading to the synthesis of
the flux and speed controllers has been made, which is able
to properly linearize the LIM model. Thus the proposed FL
approach is intrinsically able to take into consideration, besides
the classic non-linearities of the RIM, also the further non-
linearities caused by its dynamic end effects. Additionally, it is
proposed a technique for the on-line estimation of the inductor
resistance, based on MRAS estimator, exploited for adapting
on-line the FL control versus inductor resistance variations
leading to undesirable steady-state tracking errors. The stabil-
ity of the proposed inductor resistance MRAS estimator has
been made adopting the Popov’s criterion for hyperstability.

The proposed FL technique has been tested on both numer-
ical simulation and experimentally on a suitably developed
test set-up. Moreover, the results obtained with the proposed
approach have been compared, firstly with those achievable
with the simplest control architecture, the V/f scalar control,
and secondly with the industrial standard in terms of high
performance control of IM motor drives, the FOC. As far as
the FOC is concerned, its modified version taking into consid-
eration the LIM end effects has been taken into consideration
[15].

This paper constitutes an improvement and upgrade of [16],
[17] with respect to which the FL control law has been made
adaptive on-line to the variation of the inductor resistance (Rs)
thanks to the adoption of the above mentioned Rs MRAS
estimator.

II. SPACE-VECTOR EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF THE LIM
INCLUDING END EFFECTS

In a LIM, differently from a RIM, the secondary (induced
part), consists of a sheet of aluminium with a back core of iron.
During the motion of the inductor, a continuous variation of
the aluminium sheet happens, while the inductor presents a
limited length. This causes a variation of the induced currents

in the sheet and corresponding magnetic flux density in the air-
gap, in proximity of the entrance (front of the motion) and exit
(back of the motion) of the inductor. This flux modification
is different in the entrance with respect to the exit. When
the moving inductor faces a new part of aluminium sheet,
new induced currents are generated starting from a null value.
This growth, which is quite fast because of the absence of
previously induced currents, tries to oppose to the inducing
flux variation. The effect is a deep reduction of the resulting
flux in proximity of the entrance. At the same time, at the exit
the induced current oppose to a sudden flux reduction from
the inducer, creating an overall flux increase. The higher the
speed of the inductor, the higher the end effect phenomenon.
This last has been taken into consideration in literature by a
so-called end effect factor Q [18], defined as:

Q =
τm
Trv

. (1)

It can be observed that, the higher the machine speed, the
higher the air-gap thickness (higher leakage inductance) and
the lower the inductor length, the lower the factor Q. It means
that the end effects increase with the machine speed, with the
air-gap thickness and reduces with the inductor length. Cor-
respondingly, the three-phase magnetizing inductance varies
with Q in the following way:

L̂m = Lm(1− f(Q)), f(Q) =
1− e−Q

Q
, (2)

which states that the inductance virtually reduces with the end
effects. The computation of the overall losses of the machine
shows that an additional resistance appears in the transversal
branch taking into consideration the eddy current joule losses
(Mind that this resistance term does not take into account the
iron losses). This resistance is equal to:

R̂r = Rrf(Q). (3)

Correspondingly, the space-vector equivalent circuit of the
LIM can be deduced and it is shown in Fig. 1. It could be
observed that the main differences with the equivalent circuit
of the RIM are in the magnetizing inductance and in the eddy
current resistance, both present in the transversal branch.

	  
Figure 1. Space-vector equivalent circuits of the LIM.

III. SPACE-VECTOR MODEL AND FIELD ORIENTED
CONTROL OF THE LIM

The input-output feedback linearization of LIMs arises from
the inductor and induced part voltage equations of the LIM
including the end effects, as represented in [14]. If, among
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the different possibilities, a rotating reference frame rotating
at the speed of the induced part flux, with the direct axis x
aligned with the induced part flux space-vector is chosen, the
following equations can be written:

disx
dt

= −γisx +
pπ

τp
visy +

αL̂mi
2
sy

ψr
+ βαψr +

usx

σ̂L̂s
, (4)

disy
dt

= −γisy −
pπ

τp
visx −

αL̂misyisx
ψr

− β
pπ

τp
vψr +

usy

σ̂L̂s
,

(5)
dψr
dt

= −(α− η)ψr + αL̂misx, (6)

dv

dt
= µ(ψrisy)−

Fr
M
− Feb
M

, (7)

Feb = ϑ
(
ψ2
r + L2

σr(i
2
sx + i2sy) + Lσr(ψrisx)

)
, (8)

where ψr = ψrx and ψry = 0. The variables α, β, γ, η, µ
and ϑ are defined as follow:

γ =
1
σ̂L̂s

(
Rs + R̂r

(
1− L̂m

L̂r

)
+
L̂m

L̂r

(
L̂m

T̂r
− R̂r

))
,

α =

(
1
T̂r
− R̂r

L̂m

)
, β =

L̂m

σ̂L̂sL̂r
, η = − R̂r

L̂m
,

µ =
3
2
p
π

τp

L̂m

L̂r

1
M
, ϑ = sign(v)

3
2
Lr

L̂2
r

1− e−Q

pτp
.

For the definition of the speed depending electrical parameters
of the LIM, please see [14]. It should be noted that, differently
from RIM case, where all coefficients α, β, γ, η and µ
are constant, in the LIM case they are all speed depending
and thus time-variant parameters. ϑ is, on the contrary, a
term which does not exist in the RIM counter part. Equation
(9) therefore is additional and influences sensibly the speed
dynamic. This will lead to a different feedback laws and
further interesting consideration compared with RIM model.
Now, the two control inputs usx and usy are designed through
a state feedback as follows:

usx = σ̂L̂s

(
−pπ
τp
visy −

αL̂mi
2
sy

ψr
− βαψr + νx

)
, (9)

usy = σ̂L̂s

(
+
pπ

τp
visx +

αL̂misyisx
ψr

+ β
pπ

τp
vψr + νy

)
,

(10)

where νx and νy are additionally control inputs that will be
designed suitably. Replacing (9) and (10) in the model (4)-(9),
the following equations are obtained:

disx
dt

= −γisx + νx, (11)

disy
dt

= −γisy + νy, (12)

dψr
dt

= −(α− η)ψr + αL̂misx, (13)

dv

dt
= µ(ψrisy)−

Fr
M
− Feb
M

, (14)

Feb = ϑ
(
ψ2
r + L2

σr(i
2
sx + i2sy) + Lσr(ψrisx)

)
. (15)

The model (11)-(15) is the basis of the field oriented
control of the LIM taking into consideration the end effects.
The end effects, besides modifying the decoupling laws (9)-
(10), with respect to the RIM, add an additional term of
braking force Feb. As can be easily see from (15), the braking
force Feb = ϑ

(
ψ2
r + L2

σri
2
sx + Lσr(ψrisx)

)
varies with the

flux level which is not present in RIM model. Furthermore
an addition of term ϑL2

σri
2
sy appears that makes the speed

dynamic nonlinear with respect to the input isy . This is an
important difference between RIM and LIM: in the RIM the
speed dynamic is linear with respect to isy , while in the LIM
an additional nonlinear term ϑL2

σri
2
sy appears.

IV. INPUT-OUTPUT FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION

As can be see from model (11)-(15), the speed and flux
dynamics are not decoupled in each work condition. Indeed
the decoupling between speed and flux works only if the
machine works at constant flux and the speed dynamic presents
a nonlinearity with respect to the input. To overcome this
problem, and to obtain a fully decoupled linear model, a
further state feedback loop is deduced.

Let us define a new state variable a, called linear acceler-
ation, differently from isy:

a = µ(ψrisy)−
Fr
M
− Feb
M

. (16)

If the load thrust variation is assumed to be sufficiently
slow, i.e. Ḟr ≈ 0, then the derivate of a can be written as in
(17). (Formulae from (17) to (21) are contained on top of next
page).

As can be see from (17) both derivative of isx and derivative
of isy are contained in (17). If (11) and (12) are replaced in
(17) in order to compute the derivative of the acceleration,
both the input νx and νy appear in the expression. Then the
model in this form can not be feedback linearizable since
the dynamic of speed cannot be made independent from isx.
This difficulty can be, in a first instance, overcome exploiting
a slight approximation which, however does not affect the
correctness of the approach. The expression of Feb in (15) is
characterized by four terms. The terms L2

σri
2
sx and Lσr(ψrisx)

due to the leakage induced part flux, could be reasonably
neglected with respect to the term ψ2

r related to the main
induced part flux, since L2

r >> L2
σr. Therefore the expression

of the braking thrust can be approximated as follows:

F̃eb = ϑ
(
ψ2
r + L2

σri
2
sy

)
. (22)

Note that the braking effects due to the main flux is considered
and only the effects due to the leakage induced part flux
are neglected. Moreover the very important effect, presents
only in LIM model, of the nonlinearity of the speed dynamic
with respect to the input represented by the term with i2sy is
considered with this approach. It should be noted that this term
increases nonlinearly with quadratic law with the load force
applied to the machine. Using the approximation (22), the (17)
can be replaced by (18), where q1 and q2 are defined in (19)
and (20).

Remark 1: Note that q1 and q2 in (19) and (20) are a
consequence of the end-effects and they are different from
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da

dt
=
dµ

dt
ψrisy + µ

dψr
dt

isy + µψr
disy
dt

+
1
M

dϑ

dt

(
ψ2
r + L2

σr(i
2
sx + i2sy) + Lσr(ψrisx)

)
+

+
3
2
Lr

L̂2
r

(1− e−Q)
pτpM

(
2ψr

dψr
dt

+ 2L2
σr

(
isx

isx
dt

+ isy
isy
dt

)
+ Lσr

(
ψr
dt
isx + ψr

isx
dt

))
. (17)

da

dt
=
dµ

dt
ψrisy + µ

dψr
dt

isy + µψr
disy
dt

+
1
M

dϑ

dt

(
ψ2
r + L2

σri
2
sy

)
+

3
2
Lr

L̂2
r

(1− e−Q)
pτpM

(
2ψr

dψr
dt

+ 2L2
σrisy

isy
dt

)
=

=(q1 − µ(α− η))ψrisy + µαL̂misxisy − γµψrisy +
(
q2 − 2

ϑ

M
(α− η)

)
ψ2
r +

αϑ

M
L̂misx + L2

σr

(
q2 − 2

γϑ

M

)
i2sy+

+
(
µψr + 2

ϑ

M
L2
σr

)
νy, (18)

q1 =
dµ

dt
=

3
2
p
π

τp

1
M

(
−LσrLm

L̂2
r

Tra

τm

(
1−

(
1 +

τm
Trv

)
e−

τm
Trv

))
, (19)

q2 =
3
2
Lr

L̂2
r

1
pτpM

a

v

(
Lm

L̂2
r

(1− e−Q)
(
f(Q)− e−Q

)
(L̂r − Lmf(Q))−Qe−Q

)
. (20)

νy =
1

µψr + 2 ϑ
ML2

σr

(
−(q1 − µ(α− η))ψrisy − µαL̂misxisy + γµψrisy −

(
q2 − 2

ϑ

M
(α− η)

)
ψ2
r −

αϑ

M
L̂misx+

−L2
σr

(
q2 − 2

γϑ

M

)
i2sy + ν′y

)
. (21)

zero only during the acceleration and deceleration instants,
that is when parameters vary because of the speed variation.
During the steady-state dµ

dt = 0 and dϑ
dt = 0, consequently

q1 = q2 = 0.

The feedback term that linearizes the speed dynamic can be
defined as in (21). Replacing (21) into (18) and writing the
model (11)-(15) in term of the new state variable (16) the
following formulation can be obtained:

disx
dt

= −γisx + νx, (23)

dψr
dt

= −(α− η)ψr + αL̂misx, (24)

dv

dt
= a, (25)

da

dt
= ν′y. (26)

Now the speed dynamic appears to be linear and decoupled
from the flux and can be controlled through the input ν′y .
Indeed speed doesn’t depend from the flux transient even
during flux variations. Finally the last step to linearize the
model of the motor is the following. Let us introduce a new
state variable given by:

νψ = −(α− η)ψr + αL̂misx. (27)

Using (27) the time derivative of flux is dψr
dt = νψ , and

choosing as state variable νψ instead of isx results:

dνψ
dt

=− d(α− η)
dt

ψr − (α− η)
dψr
dt

+
d(αL̂m)
dt

isx

+ αL̂m
disx
dt

=− q3ψr − (α− η)
(
−(α− η)ψr + αL̂misx

)
+ q4isx + αL̂m(−γisx + νx), (28)

where q3 and q4 are defined in (29) and (30) (Formulae (29)-
(30) are contained on next page). For (29) and (30) the same
comment given in Remark 1 for (19) and (20) is valid.

Let us define also:

νx =
q3ψr

αL̂m
− (α− η)2

αL̂m
ψr + (α− η)isx −

q3isx

αL̂m
+ γisx

+
ν′x

αL̂m
, (31)

such that the model (23)-(26) can be finally written as:

dψr
dt

= νψ, (32)

dνψ
dt

= ν′x, (33)

dv

dt
= a, (34)

da

dt
= ν′y. (35)

This model (32)-(35) is the linearized model of the linear
induction motor with decoupled speed and flux dynamics.

In summary to achieve the input-output feedback linearizing
control of LIM, considering the end effects, the inputs ν′x and
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q3 =
d(α− η)

dt
=
RrL̂r +RrLm(1 + f(Q))

L̂2
r

Tra

τm

(
1−

(
1 +

τm
Trv

)
e−

τm
Trv

)
, (29)

q4 =
d(αL̂m)
dt

= Rr

(
L2
m

L̂2
r

(1 + f2(Q)) + 1− 2
Lmf(Q)
L̂r

)
Tra

τm

(
1−

(
1 +

τm
Trv

)
e−

τm
Trv

)
. (30)

ν′y have to be chosen to fix the flux and speed dynamic of
the model (32)-(35). Then through a first state feedback νx
and νy are obtained starting from ν′x and ν′y by (31) and (21).
Finally through a second state feedback given by (9)-(10) the
voltage source usx and usy are obtained starting from νx and
νy . Note that the only condition to ensure the existence of this
feedback is that the flux ψr is different from zero, while the
feedback given by (31) and (21) always exist for any working
condition.

V. CONTROLLER DESIGN

In order to make ψr and v track their references ψrref and
vref , the input signals ν′x and ν′y are designed as:

ν′x =− kψ1

(
ψr − ψrref

)
− kψ2

(
νψ −

dψrref
dt

)
+
d2ψrref
dt2

,

(36)

ν′y =− kv1 (v − vref )− kv2

(
a− dvref

dt

)
+
d2vref
dt2

, (37)

where kψ1, kψ2, kv1 and kv2 are positive constant design pa-
rameters to be determined in order to impose an exponentially
stable dynamic.

In order to compare the feedback linearization control to the
FOC, the parameters kψ1, kψ2, kv1 and kv2, and the parameters
of the PI controllers in the FOC have to be chosen such that
the two closed loop systems present the same closed loop
dynamics. In this case, the same bandwidth and the same
phase-margin showed in Table II are imposed. However this
control design is a limitation for the FOC compared with the
FL: in the FL the specifics given in Table II are satisfied
in all working conditions, while in the FOC these specifics
could change if the flux and the speed are different from
the rated one. They are thus rigorously respected under one
only working condition. This fact is evident, because if the
motor is controlled by FL, no physic parameters appear in the
closed loop transfer function, while if the motor is controlled
by FOC the closed loop transfer function contains the machine
parameters that are varying with speed (due to the end effects)
and induced part flux.

Table II
DESIGN SPECIFICS

SPEED FLUX
Bandwidth B−3db = 37 rad/s B−3db = 455 rad/s
Phase margin mφ = 128◦ mφ = 40◦

The block diagram of the overall control scheme is drawn
in Fig. 2. The block “input-output FL” receives as input
variables the reference and estimated induced part fluxes, the

reference and measured linear speeds, the measured direct and
quadrature current components isx, isy in the induced part flux
oriented reference frame and provides at output the direct and
quadrature components of the inductor voltages usx, usy in
the induced part flux oriented reference frame. The coordinate
transformation from and to the induced part flux reference
frame are performed by vector rotations on the basis of the
instantaneous knowledge of the induced part flux angle ρr.
It should be noted that the angular position ρr, needed for
the correct field orientation, is provided by the block “flux
model”. In this case, the “current model” based on the induced
part equations written in the induced part flux reference frame,
specifically developed for LIM and taking into consideration
its end effects [15], has been adopted because of its null
sensitivity to the variation of the inductor resistance and
because of its closed-loop integration feature. On the contrary,
it is well known its significant sensitivity versus the variations
of the induced part time constant. With particular reference to
phase estimation of the induced part flux space-vector, taking
into consideration the end effects of the LIM is particularly
important, since it guarantees the conditions of correct flux
orientation and therefore maintains the full thrust capability
of the drive. This flux model is described by the following
space-vector equation:

dψr
dt

= − 1
T̂r
ψr +

(
L̂m

T̂r
− R̂r

)
is + j

pπ

τp
vψr. (38)

where j =
[

0 −1
1 0

]
.

The inductor voltage phase references are provided to a
Space-Vector PulseWidth Modulator (SV-PWM), which per-
mits the inductor voltages to be properly synthesized. As far
as both the numerical simulations and the experiments, in both
the FL and FOC cases, a sampling frequency equal to 10 kHz
and a PWM frequency of 5 kHz have been set.

VI. MRAS BASED Rs ESTIMATOR

As clearly described in the precedent Section, the input-
output FL is a model based control technique. It implies that
the correctness of the control action, in terms of achievable
dynamic performance and steady-state tracking error, depends
on the correct knowledge of the LIM electric parameters. With
this specific regard, it is to be expected that FL performance
is more sensible to parameters’ variation with respect to FOC.
Looking to all electrical parameters involved in the control
action, it should be noted that all inductance terms of the
LIM vary consistently with the linear position of the inductor
on the induced part track; it is due to fact that, differently
from the RIM, the air-gap is a largely variable quantity.
Its on-line estimation is, however, out of the scope of this
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the overall control scheme of the LIM drive based on the input-output FL.

paper and thus will not be addressed. In the RIM case, a
crucial parameter to which the control action is very sensible
is typically the rotor resistance Rr (consequently the rotor
time constant Tr). It varies with the heating cooling of the
machine and influences the rotor flux amplitude and angular
position estimation, particularly if the so-called current flux
model is adopted, with strong implications on the correct
field orientation conditions. Rotor resistance variation due to
heating/cooling is not, in the LIM case, as important in the
RIM one. This is due to the fact that the induced part track can
more easily exchange the heat with the environment, thanks
to the open track configuration. Additionally, the inductor,
during its motion, encounters always a new part of the induced
part track, which is always more or less at the environment
temperature even because no current are induced in it. This is
the reason why the issue of the on-line induced part resistance
estimation has not been addressed here. On the contrary, it is
well known that the voltage model of RIM is very sensible to
the variation of the stator resistance Rs, caused even in this
case by the heating/cooling of the machine. This is identically
valid for the LIM case. In case of adoption of FL control
technique, it is to be expected that a mismatch between the real
inductor resistance and its parameter given to the FL controller
can cause a degradation of the control action, in terms of both
dynamic performance and steady-state tracking error of both
the induced part flux amplitude and linear speed. It is also to
be expected that the sensitivity of the control action versus
the Rs variation is higher at low speed. For this reason, an
MRAS (Model Reference Adaptive System) based inductor
resistance Rs on-line estimator has been devised, which is able
to track in real time any variation of the inductor resistance
and consequently modify the corresponding parameter in the
FL controller (not in the flux model, since it is based only on
the current model).

To properly estimate the Rs, the real motor prototype has
been adopted as reference model of the MRAS, and the
measured current has been taken into consideration as output
of the reference model. The voltage equation of the LIM,
taking into consideration the dynamic end effect, has been
used as adaptive model. The adaptive model is described by

the following space-vector equation written in the inductor
reference frame:

dis
dt

= −γis − jβ
pπ

τp
vψr + αβψr +

us
σ̂L̂s

. (39)

As clearly observable, equation (39) contains the resistance
Rs, since γ is function of Rs, and therefore the inductor
current, simulated by means of equation (39), is equal to
the measured one if Rs is correctly estimated. Note that, in
order to implement (39), the knowledge of the flux is needed,
however it can be computed by means of (38) since it does
not depend from Rs.

The block diagram of the adopted MRAS Rs on-line
estimator is sketched in Fig. 3. The inductor current estimated
by the adaptive model is compared with the corresponding
measured from the reference model. The error processed by a
PI controller is computed as follows:

ε =
(
isd

σ̂L̂s
(isd − ĩsd) +

isq

σ̂L̂s
(isq − ĩsq)

)
, (40)

where ĩsd and ĩsq are the estimated currents computed by
equation (39). The output of the PI is the estimated value of
the inductor resistance R̃s. The error signal ε is null when the
current estimated with the adaptive model becomes equal to
that measured from the reference model. The adaptation law
shown in (40) is justified by the stability analysis given in the
next Subsection.

!

!!!Linear Induction Motor 
(reference model) 

!

Flux model 
(current model) 

!

Adaptive model 
!

PI 
!

Adaptation  
law 

!

!!!

!!!

!!!

!!! !!!
!!

!!

Figure 3. Block diagram of the MRAS based Rs on-line estimator.
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A. Stability analysis

Let us introduce the inductor current errors along the d− q
axes of a fixed reference frame:

eisd = isd − ĩsd, eisq = isq − ĩsq, (41)

where isd and isq are the measured inductor current compo-
nents, and they are assumed the outputs of the reference model,
while ĩsd and ĩsq are the correspondent values computed by
equation (39), and they represent the outputs of the adaptive
model. Obviously ĩsd and ĩsq converge to isd and isq if the
estimated resistance R̃s of the adaptive model is equal to
the true one. Now let us consider equation (39) written in
a different form in order to highlight the presence of Rs:

dis
dt

= − Rs

σ̂L̂s
is − λis − jβ

pπ

τp
vψr + αβψr +

us
σ̂L̂s

, (42)

where:

λ =
1
σ̂L̂s

(
R̂r

(
1− L̂m

L̂r

)
+
L̂m

L̂r

(
L̂m

T̂r
− R̂r

))
. (43)

Using equation (42) the dynamic of the inductor current errors
(41) can be conveniently written as follows:[

deisd
dt

deisq
dt

]
= A

[
eisd
eisq

]
− b (44)

where:

A =

[
− R̃s
σ̂L̂s

− λ 0

0 − R̃s
σ̂L̂s

− λ

]
, b =

[
isd
σ̂L̂s
isq

σ̂L̂s

]
(Rs − R̃s).

Since R̃s is a function of the state error, equations (44)
describe a nonlinear-feedback system. According to [19], [20],
hyperstability is assured, provided that the forward-path trans-
fer matrix is strictly positive real and that the nonlinear feed-
back, including the adaptation mechanism, satisfies Popov’s
criterion for hyperstability. To ensure the hyperstability of the
system, it must be shown that the transfer matrix (sI−A)−1

must be strictly positive real. Moreover the nonlinear feedback
must satisfies the Popov’s stability criterion. To this aim it is
easy to verify that λ is always greater than zero, so the transfer
matrix (sI−A)−1 is a positive definite Hermitian matrix. In
Fig. 4 the value of λ is shown in order to confirm that it is
always greater than zero for any value of the speed.

Popov’s criterion requires a finite negative limit on the
nonlinear feedback system:∫ t0

0

eTi b dt ≥ −γ2
0 , t0 ≥ 0, (45)

where γ2
0 is a positive constant. Using (44) and the well-known

relation ([19]):∫ t0

0

k(sf(t))f(t)dt ≥ −1
2
kf(0)2, k > 0, (46)

it is easy to see that condition (45) is verified using the
following PI scheme as adaptation law for Rs:

R̂s = kpε+
ki
s
ε, (47)

where ε =
(
isd
σ̂L̂s

eisd + isq

σ̂L̂s
eisq

)
.

Finally, since the adaptive law (47) satisfies condition
(45), for Popov’s theory we obtain that limt→∞ eisd =
limt→∞ eisq = 0. Therefore the MRAS Rs estimator is
asymptotically stable.
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Figure 4. Value of the parameter λ in equation (43) vs. machine speed v.

B. Experimental results

Fig.s 5 and 6 show two transients of the estimated Rs as
obtained experimentally on the test set-up described in Section
VII. In both cases, the initial value of the estimated resistance
in the MRAS has been purposely set equal to half its real
(measured) value. Fig. 5 refers to the case of LIM properly
magnetized and working at zero speed without load. It can
be seen that, after a transient of almost 5 s, the estimated
Rs converges smoothly towards the real one. The dynamics
of the Rs estimation is governed by the PI parameters of the
MRAS. They have been chosen so to make the Rs estimation
far slower than the variation of any electric quantity inside the
LIM, to avoid oscillations when the estimated Rs is feedback
to the control system. Fig. 6 refers to the same test, but
performed when the LIM is running on the track at 0.2 m/s.
It can be clearly observed that, in this case, the estimated Rs
presents some spikes occurring at each speed reversal of the
LIM.
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Figure 5. Estimated Rs at zero speed (experiment).

The presence of such spikes is to be expected. When the
inductor gets the end of the induced part track a sudden
reversal of both the thrust and speed of the LIM occurs.
During such transients all the effects of possible mismatch
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between the parameters of the MRAS models and those in
the real machine play a significant role, leading to a time
interval in which the models are not accorded. In such a
period the Rs estimation can be affected by errors. After the
speed reversal, such a phenomenon vanishes. This effect is
present also in all the on-line parameter estimation techniques
of RIMs, even if more attenuated. As a matter of fact, in
the LIM case, this effect is further worsened by: 1) the
presence of slower electromechanical transients than in the
RIM case, with consequent increase of the time interval in
which the reference and adaptive models are not tuned, 2)
the presence of the dynamic end effect, whose modellization
could not be as accurate as required during speed transient.
In any case, even in the LIM case, the proper convergence
of the estimator occurs, as theoretically demonstrated and
experimentally verified.
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Figure 6. Estimated Rs at 0.2 m/s speed (experiment).

VII. TEST SET-UP

A test setup has been suitably built to validate the proposed
FL control technique. The machine under test is a LIM model
Baldor LMAC1607C23D99, whose rated data and electrical
parameters, obtained as in [21], are shown in Table III. The
LIM has been equipped with a linear encoder Numerik Jena
LIA series. The LIM presents an induced part track on length
1.6 m. The employed test set up consists of:
• A three-phase linear induction motor with parameters

shown in Table III;
• A frequency converter which consists of a three-phase

diode rectifier and a 7.5 kVA, three-phase VSI;
• A dSPACE card (DS1103) with a PowerPC 604e at 400

MHz and a floating-point DSP TMS320F240.
The test set-up is equipped also with a torque controlled
PMSM (Permanent Magnets Synchronous Motor) model
Emerson Unimotor HD 067UDB305BACRA mechanically
coupled to the LIM by a pulley-strap system, to determine
an active load for the LIM.

Fig. 7 shows a photograph of the test setup.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed FL control technique has been experimentally
tested adopting the above described test set-up and compared
from one side with the simplest control technique, among the
various ones which the scientific literature proposes, which is

Figure 7. Photograph of the experimental test setup.

Table III
PARAMETERS OF THE LIM

Rated power Prated [W ] 425
Rated voltage Urated [V ] 380
Pole-pairs 3
Inductor resistance Rs [Ω] 11
Inductor inductance Ls [mH] 637,6
Induced part resistance Rr [Ω] 32,57
Induced part inductance Lr [mH] 757,8
3-phase magnetizing inductance Lm [mH] 517,5
Rated speed [m/s] 6,85
Mass [kg] 20
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Figure 8. Linear speed of the drive (a), induced part flux amplitude and net
thrust (b) during a speed reversal from 0.9 to – 0.9 m/s with FL, FOC and
scalar control.

the V/f scalar control, from the other side, with the industrial
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. isx (a), isy (b) during a speed reversal from 0.9 to – 0.9 m/s with
FL and FOC.

standard in terms of high dynamic performance control, the
field oriented control. Since the major differences between
FOC and FL appear when the machine is controlled with a
varying flux level, a meaningful comparison between the FL
and FOC can be made while varying flux in different working
condition: particularly for: 1) Field weakening, 2) Minimum
losses (maximum efficiency) operation. Field weakening is not
a working condition which can be tested in the experimental
rig, because of the short length of the induced part track.
In [17] it has already been proved by numerical simulation
that FL outcomes FOC during a speed reverse in the field
weakening region.

However, the minimum losses algorithm has been imple-
mented with simultaneously speed and flux variations. For
comparison purposive between FL and FOC, the flux and
speed closed loops for both control algorithms have been tuned
to present the same bandwidth as explained above. In addition,
also peak inductor current amplitudes, above which the control
presents a saturation action, have been set equal for FL and
FOC. This is a crucial issue for correct implementation of FL.

As a first test, the LIM drive has been given a speed
reversal from 0.9 m/s to -0.9 m/s. Fig 8 (a) shows the LIM
reference and measured speed, obtained respectively with the
FL, the FOC and the scalar control, under this test. Fig. 8
(b) shows the corresponding waveforms of the induced part
flux amplitudes and net thrusts, obtained respectively with the
FL, the FOC and the scalar control. Finally, Fig.s 9 a, b show
the corresponding waveforms of the isx, isy inductor current
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Figure 10. Linear speed of the drive (a), induced part flux amplitude and net
thrust (b) during a simultaneous speed step from 0.2 to 0.8 m/s and flux step
from 0.3 to 0.6 Wb with FL, FOC and scalar control.

components, obtained respectively with the FL and the FOC.
Such quantities have not been given for the scalar control case,
since they are meaningless for such a control. These figures
show that both control technologies work properly, even under
these challenging working conditions, as expected.

As for the speed, FL accomplishes the speed reversal in
a lower time than the FOC (0.4 s in the FL case vs 0.45 s
in the FOC case, which is 12% higher and 1.4 s with the
scalar control which is 350% higher). A far better settling
time is obtained with FL than with the FOC and the scalar
control. This is confirmed also by the computation of the
IAE (ITAE) performance index (see Table IV), equal to 0.294
(0.0357) for the FL, 0.3845 (0.683) for the FOC, which is
almost 32% (1100%) higher, and 0.414 (2.351) for the scalar
control, which is almost 40% (6500%) higher. As for the flux,
it should be noted a proper control with both FL and FOC,
with a slightly higher deviation of the estimated flux from its
reference with the FL, due to a higher sensitivity of the control
action versus parameters variation. Scalar control presents,
on the contrary, a behavior with uncontrolled flux presenting
significant oscillations at steady-states and spikes during speed
transients. This is to be expected because the flux-uncontrolled
nature of scalar control. As for the thrust, these figures show
that both FL and FOC permit a very fast thrust control, with
FL exhibiting a higher instantaneous value of the net thrust,
which is the reason for its better performance. Scalar control
presents, on the contrary, an uncontrolled thrust, which is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11. isx (a), isy (b) during a simultaneous speed step from 0.2 to 0.8
m/s and flux step from 0.3 to 0.6 Wb with FL and FOC.

Table IV
CONTROL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS: FL VS FOC

FOC FL Scalar
Simultaneous speed step from 0.2
to 0.8 m/s and flux step from 0.3
to 0.6 Wb;

IAE 0.2738 0.0523 0.937

ITAE 0.1920 0.0043 0.465
Speed reversal from 0.9 to – 0.9
m/s;

IAE 0.3845 0.294 0.414

ITAE 0.683 0.0357 2.351

IAE =
R T
0 |e(t)|dt, ITAE =

R T
0 t|e(t)|dt

instantaneously lower than the corresponding obtained with
both FOC and FL. As for the isx, isy inductor current
components in Fig.s 9 a, b, their variations are proportional
respectively to the flux and thrust waveforms; thus the same
kind of consideration can be made.

Fig.s 10 a, b show the same kind of waveforms obtained
during a test with a simultaneous speed step reference varia-
tion, from 0.2 to 0.8 m/s, and induced part flux step reference
variation, from 0.3 to 0.6 Wb. All these figures show a better
dynamic performance achievable with FL with respect to FOC
and obviously with respect to scalar control. In particular, a
lower settling time can be obtained with FL with respect to
FOC (0.15 s in the FL case vs 0.3 s in the FOC case, which
is 100% higher and 1.2 s with the scalar control which is
800% higher). As a matter of fact, scalar control in the first
instants of the reversal presents a better dynamic performance,
due to the instantaneous application of the steady-state voltage

Table V
STEADY-STATE PERCENT TRACKING ERROR OF THE SPEED AND THE FLUX

FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF THE CLOSED-LOOP BANDWIDTH OF THE
CONTROL SYSTEMS UNDER DETUNED Rs

Tracking error of the speed
Bandwidth [rad/s] % Error
37 2%
7.4 9.5%
3.7 14%

Tracking error of the induced part flux
Bandwidth [rad/s] % Error
455 4.7%
91 5.2%
45.5 5.3%

corresponding to the final speed. After few instants, however,
the dynamics of FL and FOC become much better, as expected.
This is confirmed also by the computation of the IAE (ITAE)
performance index (see Table IV), equal to 0.0523 (0.0043)
for the FL and 0.2738 (0.1920) for the FOC, which is almost
423% (4365%) higher, and 0.937 (0.465) for the scalar control,
which is almost 1480% (18000%) higher. As for the thrust,
these figures show that both FL and FOC permit a very fast
thrust control, with FL exhibiting a higher instantaneous value
of the net thrust, which is the reason for its better performance.
As for the isx, isy inductor current components in Fig.s 11 a,
b, their variations are proportional respectively to the flux and
thrust waveforms.

Some additional experimental tests have been made on the
LIM prototype to show, from one side the effect of the Rs
mismatch on the FL control action performance in terms of
both dynamic performance and steady-state tracking error,
and from the other side the positive effect of the on-line
tracking of the FL versus the Rs variation, when the MRAS
Rs estimator is integrated in the control system. The tests
have been performed at low speed (0.1 m/s corresponding to
almost 1.5% of the LIM rated speed), since it is a working
condition in correspondence to which a higher sensitivity of
the controller versus the Rs variation is expected. For obvious
reasons, it is to be expected that the lower is the closed
loop bandwidth of the variables to be controlled, the higher
is the corresponding tracking error in absence of Rs on-line
adaptation. For this reason, the FL has been tested initially at
the rated bandwidths of the speed and flux loops, as adopted
in the above described tests. Afterwards, the controller gains
have been modified so to purposely reduce the corresponding
bandwidths and verify the effects of the Rs detuning. Fig. 12
shows the reference and the measured linear speeds, as well
as the corresponding speed tracking errors, obtained for the
three values of the closed-loop bandwidths of the speed and
flux loops, shown in Table V. The test has been performed in
this way: between t = 0 s and t = 4 s, the FL works with its
internal value of Rs detuned, fixed to half of its real value. At
t = 4 s the Rs provided to the FL controller is commutated
from the detuned one to that estimated by the MRAS Rs
estimator. Fig. 13 shows the corresponding waveforms of the
reference and estimated induced part flux amplitudes, as well
as the corresponding flux tracking errors. It can be observed
that, in the time interval in which the FL is detuned, a non-
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Figure 12. Reference, measured speed and speed tracking error for several
values of the closed–loop bandwidth of the speed and flux loops–effect of the
MRAS Rs estimator (experiment).
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Figure 13. Reference, estimated induced part flux amplitude and tracking
error for several values of the closed-loop bandwidth of the speed and flux
loops–effect of the MRAS Rs estimator (experiment).

null racking error of both the speed and the flux occurs. The
lower is the closed-loop bandwidth of the controlled variable,
the higher is the corresponding tracking error in detuned
conditions, as expected. When the estimated Rs is fed back to
the FL controller, all tests exhibit a null steady-state tracking
error of both the speed and the flux, clearly confirming the
improvements achievable thanks to the adoption of the MRAS
Rs estimator. These results are confirmed by Table V, where
it is clearly visible that a detuned value of Rs (set to 50%
of the real one) implies a percent tracking error in the speed
control up to 14% for the lowest tested value of the speed
bandwidth. The same table shows, on the contrary, that the
percent tracking error on the flux is much lower for the lowest
value of the corresponding bandwidth, getting values up to
5.3%.

As an additional experimental test, the LIM has been given
a constant speed reference of 0.2 m/s and, starting from the
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Figure 14. Reference, measured speed and speed tracking error at constant
speed of 0.2 m/s for a set of load forces (experiment).
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Figure 15. isx, isy current components at constant speed of 0.2 m/s for a
set of load forces (experiment).
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Figure 16. Reference and estimated induced part flux amplitude, electromag-
netic and load forces at constant speed of 0.2 m/s for a set of load forces
(experiment).

no load conditions, a set of subsequent load forces has been
applied, equal respectively to 25, 50, 75 N. Fig. 14 shows the
reference and measured speeds of the LIM under this test, as
well as the speed tracking error. It can be easily observed
that the application of the load force is hardly observable
from the speed waveform, which does not present almost any
speed reduction in correspondence of the application of any
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load force, witnessing a very good dynamic performance with
instantaneous force response, achievable by the FL. Fig. 15
shows the corresponding waveform of the isx, isy current
components. It can be observed that while isx maintains almost
constant, witnessing a constant magnetization level of the
machine, isy presents increasing values for increasing values
of the load force, as expected. Finally, Fig. 16 shows the
reference and estimated induced part flux amplitudes and the
electromagnetic and load forces. It can be observed that while
the induced part flux is controlled correctly to its constant
reference, with negligible tracking errors, the electromagnetic
force increases at increasing values of the load force, as
expected, tracking it.

A last test has been made, imposing the FL LIM drive a
set of subsequent speed steps presenting a stair-like shape at
no load: the size of stair is 0.1 m/s, the maximum working
speed is 0.9 m/s and the time interval between each step is
0.2 s. When the inductor reaches the end of the induced part
track, a speed reversal occurs. Fig. 17 shows the reference
and the measured speed as well as the speed tracking error
during this test. It is clearly observable that the FL LIM
drive is able to correctly track with limited speed tracking
error the reference speed even in presence of frequent step
variations. Fig. 18 shows the corresponding isx, isy current
components. Their shape are proportional to the corresponding
waveforms of the induced part flux and thrust, confirming the
correct field orientation condition. Finally, Fig. 19 shows the
corresponding waveforms of the induced part flux amplitude
and electromagnetic thrust. It can be noted that the induced
part flux is correctly controlled at a constant value, as expected,
while the thrust present step variation at each speed command.
The steady-state value of the thrust in non-null because of
both the friction load and the braking force caused by the end
effects.
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Figure 17. Reference, measured speed and speed tracking error during a set
of subsequent speed steps at no load (experiment).

IX. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes the theoretical framework and the con-
sequent the application of the input-output feedback FL control
technique to LIM. FL is a very powerful non-linear control
technique which has already been employed for the control
of RIM, with the aim to increase to dynamic performance
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Figure 18. isx, isy current components during a set of subsequent speed
steps at no load (experiment).
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Figure 19. Reference and estimated induced part flux amplitude, electro-
magnetic and load forces during a set of subsequent speed steps at no load
(experiment).

of the drive in conditions of simultaneous variations of the
speed and flux references. The LIM, unlike the RIM, presents
other strong non-linearities caused by the dynamic end effects,
leading to a space-vector model with time-varying inductance
and resistance terms and a braking force term. This paper,
starting from a recently developed dynamic model of the LIM
taking into consideration its end effects, defines a FL technique
suited for LIMs, since it inherently considers its end effects.
Additionally, it proposes a technique for the on-line estimation
of the inductor resistance, based on the MRAS estimator,
exploited for adapting on-line the FL control action versus
inductor resistance variations leading to undesirable steady-
state tracking errors. The stability of the proposed MRAS
on-line estimator has been proven theoretically, adopting the
Popov’s criterion for hyperstability. The proposed approach
has been tested experimentally on a suitably developed test
set-up, under both no load and loaded conditions. FL has been
compared firstly with the simplest control structure, which is
the scalar V/f control, secondly with FOC. Results have been
evaluated in time domain and by adopting control indexes
like IAE and ITAE. Results show that FL overcomes FOC
significantly in conditions of simultaneous speed and flux
control, as expected. The integration of the MRAS based Rs
estimation into the control action permits to overcome even
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the most significant weakness of FL with respect to FOC:
the sensitivity of the control action versus Rs variations. FL
therefore reveals a very promising high performance control
technique suited for LIMs.
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